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Smart beta investment opportunities

Tilt toward returns

Tilt away from risk

Alternate weighting schemes

Completeness portfolios: the beta you don’t have
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Tilt toward returns

Value
Earnings
Cash flow

Momentum
By market cap
By sector

Quality
Debt-to-equity
Return on equity

 Tilt toward characteristics seen
to drive returns
– Sales, cash flow, dividends, etc

 Passive approach to traditional
active management

 Static tilts – through good times
and bad



 Tilt toward low (total) risk

 “Low volatility anomaly”

 Low standard deviation ≠ low
tracking error

There is no guarantee that low-volatility approach will provide low volatility.
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Tilt Away From Risk



 Same stocks, new weights

 Potential change from cap-
weighted index
–Size, style, risk, geographic

focus

 Typically higher turnover than
cap-weighted

For illustrative purposes only.
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Alternate Weighting Schemes



 Custom-built

 Designed to offset heavily concentrated portfolios

 From beta of one stock (or handful of stocks) to market (or
alternative) beta
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Completeness Portfolios



Potential benefits

 Targeted exposure

 Efficiency

 Transparency

 Cost advantage

 Variety of vehicles available1

1There is no guarantee that smart beta products will meet its stated objective. As with all investments, there
are associated inherent risks. Investors should  obtain and review all financial material carefully with their
financial advisor before investing.
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Potential risks

 No free lunch

 Consider:

–Underperformance over
extended time frames

–Tracking error vs cap-weighted
benchmarks

–Shift of factor selection and
timing to internal staff

–Complexity – passive, but not
easily recreated in-house

Past performance is not indicative of future results. For illustrative purposes only.
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Shares are not FDIC insured, may lose value and
have no bank guarantee.

This presentation is provided for educational and
informational purposes only and is not an offer of an
investment advice or financial products.

Invesco is not affiliated with the NSSIP.

All material presented is compiled from sources
believed to be reliable and current, but accuracy
cannot be guaranteed. This is not to be construed as
an offer to buy or sell any financial instruments and
should not be relied upon as the sole factor in an
investment making decision. As with all investments
there are associated inherent risks. Please obtain and
review all financial material carefully before
investing. The opinions expressed are those of the
speakers, are based on current market conditions
and are subject to change without notice. These
opinions may differ from those of other Invesco
investment professionals.

Invesco Distributors, Inc. and Invesco Advisers, Inc.
are indirect, wholly owned subsidiaries of Invesco
Ltd.
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Defining Smart Beta

 Is all beta that is not price weighted, smart beta?

 Is all beta that is not tracking a commercial index, smart beta?

 Is smart beta passive or active or neither?

 Are there tactical elements to implementing smart beta or is it all
strategic and rules based?

 Is smart beta simply an asset allocation strategy overlaying passive
asset classes?

 Does the term smart beta make sense and should it be carved out
as a new category of investing?
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Smart Beta: A Practical View

Kenneth Robertson
Weems & Robertson



• Beta is a Greek letter used in the Capital Asset
Price Model (CAPM) dressed with math copied
from Gaussian-based engineering.

• The idea behind it simple: it is the return of an
investable, diversified market

• CAPM is a model, not a theory. All models may
or may not have some elements of insight, but
all necessarily contain error. In some
instances, decisions based on such error are
harmful.



Emanuel Durman Says*:

• “It’s not surprising, then, that CAPM doesn’t
correctly account for the returns on
investments. CAPM may hold better in
undramatic, liquid markets where informed
investors determine prices. But the model’s
assumptions fail badly during times of panic,
fear, and limited liquidity. CAPM is a useful
way of thinking about a model world that is,
quite often, far from the world we live in.”



Types of Beta Funds

• Beta funds are those whose only objective is to
do only capture the return of a defined market

• CAPM started it off with index funds. They are
based on market price and are rules based. These
rules and definitions have changed over time, as
clever investors found ways to game them:
– EAFE and Japan
– Herd at the river and the Russell 2000
– Liquidity



• Factor Models (e.g., size, value, price, earnings).
Argues that CAPM does not adequately capture
risk and return; but using such factors does.
Weightings derived from historical data and
clever math.

• Accounting measures (e.g., price, revenue, sales,
number of employees, cash flow, book value,
dividends). Number of factors and weightings are
guesses and differ among providers. Closest'
perhaps to what an informed and reasonable
person would think of company size.



Which One Is Smart Beta?

• Proponents argue with each other they are
smart and the other are, well, wrong.

• All are models, not science.
• All have benefitted to some extent from

lessons learned from experience.
• All have plausible assumptions, and use

historical data in making their arguments



Smart Beta Is a Marketing Slogan

• The investment objective of capturing the
return of a designated internally  diversified
market segment is reasonable

• Investors seeking beta benefit from have a
variety of strategies of how to capture a
markets return

• What is best depends on the targeted asset
class and what is available



Being Smart About Beta
• Trading rules and talent, cross trading, trading

efficiency
• Collective trusts, mutual funds, ETFs
• Securities Lending
• Retail cash flows
• Costs and fees
• No one strategy is likely to be best for all asset

classes, and as rules and techniques and vendors
change so may the type of vehicle used for any
asset class.



*Models. Behaving. Badly., Free Press, New York, 2011, p. 185. Emanuel
Derman received a Ph.D. in theoretical physics from Columbia in 1973 and
contributed to theoretical particle physics.  He later worked at Goldman Sachs
at the managing director of the Quantitative Strategies Group in Equities. He is
currently a professor at Columbia University and director of its financial
engineering program.
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